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What is Be Dog Smart?
Be Dog Smart is the Dogs Trust Education Programme offering exciting, interactive dog welfare
workshops based on our key theme of How to Behave Safely Around Dogs. Our lessons are
designed to naturally embed Health and Wellbeing, promoting discussion around actions and
consequences and encouraging critical thinking.

P4-7 – approx. 1 hour
Our safety workshops aim to encourage
learners to consider and implement a more
compassionate, realistic understanding of
what is safe and appropriate behaviour
around both the dogs they share their
homes with as well as those belonging to
other people.

P2-3 – 30-40
minutes*
Once minimum booking requirements are
met, we would be happy to offer P2-3 our
Happy Dog Rules workshop. This
workshop uses role play, repetition and
action to teach learners 5 safety rules
about their own behaviour to ensure the
dogs in their lives are relaxed and happy.

*Timings and availability for this will need to be agreed with your local Education and Community Officer.
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Ensuring safety
during the Covid-19
pandemic
We believe that your pupils will have the best experience with us in
an in-person workshop. However, with the current restrictions to
travel and social distancing, we feel it is safest for your pupils and our
staff for our school visits to be suspended for now.
We are reviewing this situation and following Government advice, so
if you are interested in an in-person visit to your school, please
contact us for more information on when we may be able to restart
these.
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Online Workshops
Whilst we cannot visit in person, we are
pleased to be able to offer our workshops
online!
‒ This will be delivered via Microsoft Teams or Zoom.

‒ This is delivered live – no pre-recordings!
‒ We believe it is best to see one class at a time and
request that a minimum of two P4-7 workshops are
booked – but we would love to see as many classes as
possible!
‒ It is possible for us to run workshops with more than
one class simultaneously. Each class will receive their
own workshop with a dedicated Education and
Community Officer – please contact us for more details.
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Frequently Asked Questions
How much will it cost? Do we need to fundraise?
The Education Programme is not linked to fundraising - though donations will of course always be
gratefully received! There is absolutely no cost for our workshops and you can book as many as you like!

What are your minimum booking requirements?
Our target audience is P4-7, and they are therefore the focus of our school visits and online workshops.
All bookings must include a minimum of two individual P4-7 workshops.

Will we meet a real dog?
Education and Community Officers do not use real dogs when visiting schools, and nor will they appear
in online workshops. Pretend dogs are used as an alternative.
You can read Dogs Trust’s stance on the use of dogs in schools and download our guidance document
here: www.learnwithdogstrust.org.uk/school-dogs.

Do you visit other settings, e.g. SEN schools, secondary schools, homeschool groups, etc.?
We have very limited provision outside of mainstream primary school settings, but please get in touch
with your local Education and Community Officer to discuss your requirements.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Do you offer assemblies?
Unfortunately, like our in-person school workshops, we have had to temporarily suspend our assemblies.
We will once again run these when we are able to return to our in-person visits.

We have pupils that are scared of dogs. Could your workshops help them?
We often receive feedback that our workshops have helped pupils feel better about dogs. For those that
need a little more help, we have developed a workshop for P4-7 children and their parents/carers about
understanding dogs better to hopefully build their confidence. We can arrange for families to join an
Understanding Dogs workshop online during the Covid-19 pandemic. If you are interested in this, please
discuss when you make a booking.

What do you need?
For our online workshops, you will need access to Microsoft Teams or Zoom, and a working webcam and
microphone in the classroom(s) that we will be delivering to. We recommend a test run prior to the
workshops to ensure that everything is connected and working correctly.
We will discuss further requirements when you book.

How can I book?
You can request a booking online via www.learnwithdogstrust.org.uk
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We look forward
to hearing from you!
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